
CHÂTEAU DE CAMARSAC - ROSÉ 2016
BORDEAUX ROSÉ

Located between Bordeaux and Saint Emilion, in the heart of the Entre-Deux-Mers, Camarsac fortress, erected on a hill and
surrounded by its vineyards, is one of the most amazing sights and the most enchanting of Bordeaux .
Built in the fourteenth century, it owes its nickname Black Prince Castle to the famous Prince of Wales. Captured and occupied
during the Hundred Years War by a garrison of Du Guesclin that ravaged the region, it was besieged and dismantled by Bordeaux
in 1377. The obstinacy of its owners, the family Canteloup, allowed the estate to rise from its ruins; their descendants, the family of
Ceres, occupied the property for six centuries, and gradually transformed the austere fortress into a majestic sight. Lucien Lurton,
owner of Brane-Cantenac and other famous Chateau, bought Camarsac in 1973, reviving its vineyards in the Entre-Deux-Mers.
Since 2007, his son, Thierry Lurton has enthusiastically taken up the reins of the property.

Owner Thierry LURTON
Blending Merlot : 50%

Cabernet-sauvignon : 50%
Maturity 3 years
Serving
temperature

8 °C

Wine making

Our rosé usually consists of grapes from our young Cabernet vines blended with other plots of the same grape variety picked fairly
early, so as to keep a good balance between the flavour of the pulp and a slightly acidic freshness. The grapes are pressed almost
immediately, so that the partially ripe skins can be removed as soon as possible. Maceration is therefore just a few hours, to allow
the must to take on a little colour. This is followed by slow, temperature-controlled fermentation in vats.

Tasting note

Nice pink color with purple reflects. Nose intense with fruits notes of raspberry and strawberry. Floral notes of hyacinth. The attack
is fresh and frank. Finish fresh long and fruity.

Food pairings

Seafood, marinated fish, salads
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